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THE PROTON-NEUTRON INTERACTION AND NUCLEAR STRUCTURE

R. F. CASTEN
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York, 11973, USA

The pervasive role of the proton-neutron interaction
in nuclear structure is discussed. Particular empha-
sis is given to its influence on the onset of collec-
tivity and deformation, on intruder states, and on the
evolution of subshell structure. The NpNn scheme
is outlined and some applications of it to collective
model calculations and to nuclei far off stability are
described. The concept of NpNn multiplets is
introduced.

1. INTRODUCTION

The effects of the proton-neutron interaction are pervasive

in nuclear structure. While it has been known for several

decades that the proton-neutron interaction is one of

the most important non-pairing residual interactions in

nuclei, it is only recently, since 1979, that it's dominant

influence has come to be appreciated. This review will

discuss some of the more notable observable consequences of

this interaction, in particular its effects on the evolu-

tion of subshell structure, the onset of collectivity and

deformation, and on the systematics of intruder states.
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2. THE PROTON-NEUTRON INTERACTION

The proton-neutron interaction is orbit dependent and

is largest for orbits of high spatial overlap . In light

nuclei, where similar proton and neutron shells are fill-

ing, there is always a relatively high proton-neutron in-

teraction at work. In heavier nuclei, different proton and

neutron shells are involved and, in general, the proton-

neutron interaction is weaker. However, due to the spin-

orbit interaction, it is a typical occurrence that a single

particle level from the (n+l)tn oscillator shell will

appear in energy amongst the normal levels of the ntn

shell. This is the so-called unique parity orbital. The

unique parity orbital in the proton space in heavy nuclei

thus stems from the same oscillator shell as the valence

neutron shell and leads to a large proton-neutron interac-

tion with certain (high j) neutron orbits.

2.1 Deformation and the Evolution of Subshell Structure

In the pioneering work of Federman and Pittel ~ , it was

shown that it is precisely this effect which leads to the

rapid, and previously enigmatic, onset of deformation near

A=100. The systematics of this region are shown in Fig. 1.

Here the key orbits are Ig9/2u and Ig7/2v: t n e filling

of the latter near N=60 rapidly induces deformation.

It has since become recognized ~ that this explana-

tion is not an isolated ad hoc one for a particular mass

region but is a paradigm for the development of collectiv-

ity and deformation throughout heavy nuclei. For example,

the same effect is evident in Fig. 2 for the A=150 region.

Here, for low neutron numbers above N=82, the 50-82 proton
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FIGURE 1 Typical nuclear systematics, the A=100 region.

shell is characterized by a significant gap at Z=64. Thus,

nuclei such as 6oNd» 62Smt an<* 6 4 ^ have successively

lower, rather than higher effective valence proton numbers,

Np, relative to the nearest operative closed shell at

Z=64. As the figure shows, then, for N<88 the nuclei are

essentially spherical and in fact the more so as Z-*64. At

Ba Ce Nd 5m Cd Oy Er Yb

56 58 60 62 6i 66 69 70

FIGURE 2 Typical nuclear systematics , the A=150 region.
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N=90 the hg/2v orbit begins to fill and gives a negative

contribution to the effective single particle energy of the

highly overlapping hn/2-n orbit, thereby obliterating the

Z=64 gap and leading to the rapid onset of deformation

which is evident in the figure for N_>90. Moreover, nuclei

near Gd now have the largest Np values in the 50-82 shell

and therefore the largest deformation. Thus the proton-

neutron interaction accounts for the onset of deformation

in this region and simply explains the characteristic up-

ward and downward opening parabolic systematlcs in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows the same idea in particularly obvious fash-

ion. E2+i drops from ŝ Xe to 5gBa as Np increases.

The effective proton shell for N=88 is 50-64 and, hence,

from Ce to Gd Np decreases and E2+. rises. For N=90,

the Z=64 gap is ineffective and E2+, systematically de-

creases toward Gd. This figure also shows that the ques-

tion of whether the Z=b4 gap persists above Gd is rather

complex. If it does, £2+^ should decrease for N=88

while, if there is no Z=64 gap, E2+i should increase past

N = <38
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extracted from g(2+i) factors. From ref. 8.

mid-shell. The empirical behavior is nearly constant

suggesting an intermediate situation. For N=90, of course,

there is no ambiguity: Z values near 66, at the 50-82

proton mid-shell, define the minimum in the 2+i contour.

Of course, this simple picture of the sudden oblitera-

tion of a shell gap at N=90 is oversimplified. In practice

one expects a more gradual disappearance. In fact, recent

studies ~ of nuclear g factors have provided evidence for

exactly this effect. It has been shown, in a generalized

IBA context, that it is possible to use g2+ factors to

extract effective valence proton numbers. Figure 4 shows

the results for the A=150 region, along with the two

predicted valence proton numbers under the alternate

assumptions that the proton shell is Z=50-82 or 50-64. For
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Ba, of course, there is no difference and the extracted

Np values are constant at the expected value of Np=6.

However, for Ce, Nd and Sm there is a noticeable, and

systematically increasing, change in Np for neutron

numbers between N=88 and 92. For low N values, Np

reflects the existence of a Z=64 gap while for N>92 this

gap has essentially disappeared. The region N=88-90 is a

transitional zone. We shall see below that a very similar

picture of the subshell evolution can be obtained from

completely independent level energy evidence.

2.2 Intruder States

Another phenomenon once thought to be an isolated occur-

rence, but now known to occur throughout heavy nuclei, is

the appearance of so-called intruder states. These are

levels of substantially different character appearing

amongst the "normal" levels in the low lying spectra of

nuclei. It has been shown that their systematics is

also a direct consequence of the proton-neutron interac-

tion. Their structure is now understood to arise primarily

from the promotion of two particles, usually protons, from

the normal valence shell to the next higher shell. In a

slightly oversimplified model , this excitation mode in

effect adds two proton holes and two extra proton particles

beyond the normal ones, thereby increasing the effective

Np by four. With more protons available to interact with

the valence neutrons, the integrated interaction strength

is higher and the intruder states more collective and de-

formed than the normal ones. Furthermore, as the neutron

number increases their energies will drop, reaching a mini-

mum near neutron mid-shell where their proximity to the
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normal levels may lead to substantial mixing with the lat-

ter. In certain regions, such as the Cd nuclei, this mix-

ing can be rather dramatic, Thus, for example, in Cd,

at the expected energy of the two-phonon vibrational trip-

let there are five levels with strong E2 decay connections

among them. Away from mid-shell the intruder states should

rise in energy and the mixing decrease. These ideas are

illustrated in Fig. 5 taken from ref. 13. The lower part

shows the schematic model just described while the upper

part shows the dramatic effect on calculated B(E2) values

between intruder and normal states. It is interesting that
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FIGURE 5 Bottom: Simple intruder state model. Top:

Predictions of a key branching ratio based on

this model. From ref. 13.
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in recent studies13 of the heavier Cd isotopes at TRISTAN,

made possible by ion source developments of Gill and

Piotrowski11*, the predictions of this simple intruder state

model have indeed been verified.

The implications of intruder states, however, run

deeper than this and are intimately related to the onset of

deformation in nuclei. In the Cd nuclei just discussed the

minimum energy for the intruder levels at mid neutron shell

is al MeV. This energy is determined primarily by two fac-

tors, the strength of the proton-neutron interaction, which

drives down the intruder state energies, and the initial

energy of the intruder configuration near closed shells,

which is determined by the shell model energy gap to the

next oscillator shell. In Cd, the gap is relatively large

and the proton—neutron interaction modest and therefore the

intruder states minimize near 1 MeV. However, if the ener-

gy gap is less, or the proton-neutron interaction stronger,

there is no reason in principal why the intruder states

could not descend even below those of the normal configura-

tions. When this happens the intruder configuration, which

is deformed, becomes the ground state. In this way, as

Heyde et al. » have pointed out, the same mechanism

can account both for the existence of intruder states in

sons regions and for the onsot of deformation in others.

Quantitative calculations » , examples of which are

shown in Fig. 6, are able to account for intruder states in

the Cd and Pb regions and for the sudden onset of deforma-

tion near mass 100 and 150.

At the same time as these effects are occurring,

the collectivity of the "normal levels" also increases

toward neutron mid-shell. These levels then also have a

tendency toward deformation which, however, develops
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FIGURE 6 Lowering of the intruder state energies, as a

function of neutron number for two mass regions,

due to monopole (Â j) and quadrupole (AQ) p-n

interactions. From ref. 11.

at a slower rate. The Ba isotopes near A=150 are an

example of this, in contrast the the Gd isotopes where the

descending intruder state configuration is the more appro-

priate model of the onset of deformation. In summary, via

a consideration of the proton-neutron interaction, a

systematic, consistent, and global understanding of defor-

mation throughout heavy nuclei is now emerging.

2.3 The NpNn Scheme

The mutual dependence of nuclear systematics on both

valence proton and valence neutron number has been evident

throughout the above discussion. If the proton-neutron

interaction is truly the primary causative agent in the

onset of collectivity and deformation in nuclei, it should

be possible to quantify this idea and, indeed, in the last
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FIGUPE 7 Systematics16 near A=100. Here and elsewhere,

Greek subscripts it, v refer to bosons or ferraion

pairs. Thus N1tNv = 1/4 NpNn.

year or so, a new parameterization has been suggested7«16

which exploits this idea. Called the NpNn scheme, the

basic idea is that a substantial simplification in nuclear

systematics occurs if the data are plotted, not against N,

A or Z as is commonly done, but rather against the product,
Np^n> °f t n e number of valence protons times the number

of valence neutrons, each counted to the nearest closed

shell, and with proper account being taken of substantial

nuclear subshell closures, such as 2=64. Figure 1 showed

some B(E2) systematics in the A=100 region. Figure 7 shows

the same data plotted against both Z and NpNn: the

simplification just alluded to is strikingly evident.

Numerous other NpNn plots have been constructed, for a

number of mass regions, and discussed in detail7.16»17.

It suffices here to show a couple of examples to indicate

the power of the approach as well as to highlight some of

the physics that can be extracted from deviations from a
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FIGURE 8 Further

region,

ref. 16.

systematics. (top)

(bottom) E2+ , A=19O region.

A=130

From

simple dependence on NpNn. Figures 8 and 9 show

NpNn systematics in three other mass regions: the data

shown include excitation energies (E2+,)» energy ratios

(E4+1/E2+.) and, hence, by implication, the rest of the

yrast band, at least up to the first structural changes

(backbend), absolute B(E2) values, and even the 2 +
2,

Y-vibrational energies. In every case the NpND plot
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provides a much simpler, smooth and unified correlation of

data which, in a normal plot, is highly complex. It is

interesting that, in each plot for the A=150-170 regions

shown in Fig. 9, two smooth NpNn curves result, one for

protons in the first half of the shell, the other for

proton holes. The 2+2 energies shown in Fig. 8 for nuclei

near A*190 have a pattern typical of other regions, namely

a drop in energy as the transition from vibration-like to

deformed occurs, and then a slow increase as NpNn

increases through the deformed region.

As hinted at above, deviations from a smooth NpNn

dependence generally highlight interesting physics. This

is particularly evident for the N=90 points in the middle

panel of Fig. 9. It was pointed out earlier that in the

construction of these figures one must take into account

significant subshells: in the present case this means that

the proton shell was taken to be Z=50-64 for N<90 but 50-82

for N>90. As noted earlier, this instantaneous change in

subshell structure at N=90 must be an oversimplification

and evidence for the gradual dissipation of the Z«64 shell

was obtained from g (2+i) factors. Here, similar evidence

can be independently adduced. If one defines the E4+,/

E2+, curve in Fig. 9 as the appropriate description of

this transition region and shifts the deviant N=90 points

leftwards to meet the curve, one can read vertically on the

plot and deduce an effective Np for N=90. If this is

linked with the assumed definitions of Np for N<88 and

N>92 one obtains the plot shown in Fig. 10. Even though

both the. g factor and energy approaches to effective Np

values can only be expected to be semi-quantitative, the

similarity io the subshell evolution is strikingly similar.

Analogous results have also been obtained16*18 from both
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g factor and NpNn approaches in the mass 100 region.

An important consequence of the NpNn scheme, aside

from the simplification it brings to the understanding of a

given transition region, is the fact that it shows the

unity of many transition regions which were long thought

to be rather disparate in character. Figure 11 shows that

all five regions from A=100-200 behave very similarly when

viewed in units of N_Nn., Each region has nearly the

same slope (rate of onset of deformation) as a function of

NpNn. The slight slope differences that do occur can

be attributed to slightly different strengths of the

proton-neutron interaction in the crucial, most highly

overlapping orbits that appear in the respective regions.

The horizontal displacements from one region to another

seem to arise from the fact that deformation ensues

primarily when the most crucial highly overlapping orbits

are filling. In different regions these orbits occupy

different ' relative locations and, therefore, different

numbers of less active orbits must be filled before reach-

ing the crucial ones. Indeed, inspection of shell model

single particle levels for the five regions in Fig. 11

allows one to account semi-quantitatively for the relative

horizontal positions of the different curves.

2.3.1 Theoretical foundations of the NpNn scheme

Given the empirical success of the NpNn scheme, it

would be nice to put it on a firmer theoretical footing. A

start in this direction has recently been made by Heyde and

Sau , who derived an NpNn dependence of the 2+i ener-

gies, at least in transitional regions, by using a simple

two level model in the framework of generalized seniority.
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The essence of their derivation is as follows. Assume that

the lowest levels of both the proton and neutron shell

model spaces, containing Np protons and Nn neutrons,

are a seniority v=0 0+ state and a seniority v=2 2 + level.

Two unperturbed 2 + states can be constructed in the com-

bined system, with wave functions

\=2 V0

v2

f
2+

• _(2+) <J>..(0+)

(1)

in obvious notation. Each of these defines v=2 configura-

tions across an isotopic or isotonic sequence and thus is

approxima'cely constant in energy20. If the residual inter-

action is of quadrupole type between nucleon pairs,

~KQit*Qv» t n e mixing matrix element is

V = -K/5 [N (1-N /Q )N (1-N /Q ) ] 1 / 2 F(Q ,Q )
TCV L H Tt I t V V V J T t V

where Nu> v = 1/2 Np>n and where F(Qlt,Qv) is a func-

tion of the shell degeneracies Q^, Qv and of the matrix

e l e m e n t s <j-n:| jQicj | j TE> and <j v| JQvj 11 v>«

If the unperturbed energies of the two 2 + states are

equal, E2+ = E 2 + > diagonalization of the simple

2x2 matrix defined by the elements £ and v.^ gives

E.+ = E -K/5 F/N N (1-N /Q )(1-N /Q )
2 i u v iiii v v

•+ e - C/N N for small N /Q
it v it, v it, v

(2)
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Thus E2+! first decreases rapidly as a function of

N^Ny as the proton and neutron shells begin to fill.

Eventually, the (l-NUj v/
2it, v) factors slow this drop,

giving a minimum at mid-shell. Even though this analysis,

based on generalized seniority, is not expected to be valid

far from closed shells, it yields N, Z and N_Nn

dependences remarkably like those observed empirically.

Figure 12 compares E2+^ values, calculated according to

eq. 2 for the A=130 region, with the data.

32 64 96 126

80 78 76 74 72 70 68 66 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 2 8 32

N N i r N v

FIGURE 12 Calculated and empirical E2+L values for the

A=130 region. From ref. 19.
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2.3.2 Applications of the NpNn scheme:

Collective model calculations

Normally, collective model calculations based on a

phenomenological Hamiltonian contain several free param-

eters which are fit to the low lying properties of a given

nucleus. The calculation then predicts other properties.

When several nuclei, for example a chain of isotopes, are

treated simultaneously, of course, there are still further

parameters, and if an entire region is investigated, the

number of parameters grows still more. The NpNn

scheme, however, suggests a simple way to avoid this abund-

ance of parameters, and to simultaneously achieve a simpli-

fied global interpretation of many nuclei, by writing the

parameters as functions of NpNn. Such an approach has

recently been carried out for the mass 130 region and, in

a more ambitious scheme, simultaneously for three regions,

encompassing nearly IOC nuclei, in ref. 21. The latter

calculation exploits the fact, evident in Fig. 11, that the

three mass regions, A-100, A=150 (Z<64), A=150 (Z>66) have

essentially identical slopes and thus the same parameter

values can be used for all three regions, except for one

displacement parameter, No, which specifies the horizontal

shifts applicable to each region. The calculations were

carried out in an XBA-1 framework22 with the Hamiltonian in

the Consistent Q Formalism (CQF)22:

H = en.-<Q«Q where Q = (s+"d d+s) + x(d+"d)^2\ (3)
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The parameters in eq. 3 are e, < and %- The three transi-

tion regions are all vibrator to rotor transitions or, in

IBA language, U(5)-»-SU(3). Such an evolving structure can

be reproduced by altering the ratio K/E: in ref. 21, this

was carried out by keeping K constant and letting e de-

crease exponentially as a function of N_Nn or

-9(N N -No)
it v u (4)

Thus the parameters become £Q, 9, No, K, and x« In order

to keep the calculations as absolutely simple as possible,

an extreme approach was taken, namely that eo, 9, K and x

were constant for all 100 nuclei. The only parameter which

was varied was No which takes on one value for each of the

three regions. Since the exponential form for e can be

rewritten as a product of two exponentials, the net number

of constants is actually 6. This program is clearly overly

ambitious and cannot be expected to yield detailed agree-

ment for each nucleus. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that

it succeeds as well as it does as shown by the examples of

the results in Fig. 13. These calculations can be viewed

as a way to achieve a simplified approximate treatment of

many nuclei in one scheme, or as a model for the NpNn

scheme, or simply as a starting point for more detailed

calculations of individual nuclei.
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2.3.3 Applications of the NpNn scheme:

Nuclei far off stability

Normally the properties of nuclei far off stability are

predicted by extrapolation in A, N or Z. Such a procedure,

of course, is always risky. The prediction of properties

of such nuclei in the NpNn scheme, however, is
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simplified in three ways23. Most obviously, the existence

of smooth curves describing each observable in a transition

region clearly facilitates the prediction of unknown

nuclei. Secondly, the similarity of different regions

implies that, once a few points on the curves for some

region are obtained, the continuation of the curves is less

ambiguous. The third advantage of the N_Nn scheme

stems from an interesting peculiarity of its construction

by virtue of which the normal process of extrapolation in

N, Z or A is converted into one of interpolation in

MpNn. Thus, many unknown nuclei far off stability

have lower NpNn values than known nuclei nearer stabil-

ity. 150For example, X3UBa has Np=6, Nn=12, and, there-

fore, NpNn=72, while the well known nucleus Sm has

56 58 60 62 64 56 68 70
Z

64 128 192

FIGURE 14 Same as Fig. 9 top (except only the Z<64

NpNn results are shown), with arrows indi-

cating the abscissa locations of 4 nuclei far

off stability whose properties can be predicted

by interpolation rath<=i than extrapolation.

From ref. 23.
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Np=12, Nv=10, and an NpNn product of 120. This is

illustrated in Fig. 14 which shows the same data as on the

top panel of Fig. 9 but points out, via the arrows, the

NpNn values of several neutron rich unknown nuclei in

the A=150 region. Thus one can use existing NpNn plots

to predict properties of nuclei far off stability simply by

locating these nuclei along the empirical curves at the

appropriate abscissa values corresponding to their NpNn

products. An application of this approach to the 2+i

energies in the A=150 region is shown in Fig. 15. Inter-

estingly, the level scheme for one of these nuclei, 148Ba,

has recently been studied25 at TRISTAN. The 2"1"! energy

falls exactly on the curve shown in Fig. 15 and, similarly,

the E4+1/E2+1, and E2+2 (y vibrational) energies also

fall close to their respective NpNn curves. Clearly,

other measurements in nuclei far off stability would be

extremely useful, both in testing the NpNn scheme and

FIGURE 15 Predictions by interpolation of E2+x for

nuclei far off stability in the A=150 region.

From ref. 24.
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also in pinpointing deviations from it, since, as noted

above, such deviations highlight interesting physics and

may show unsuspected subshell structure effects. It might

be commented in passing that such predictions as these are

also .aeful in nuclear astrophysics calculations of r

process nucleosynthesis.

2.3.4 Isodeformation contours and NpNn raultiplets

2 3 26

There are two alternative ways » of presenting the

same concept of NpNn predictions far off stability.

Both are interesting and provide their own insights. The

implicit assumption behind the NpNn scheme is, of

course, that nuclei with the same or similar N_Nn

values should have similar structure. Thus one can con-

struct isodeformation or isostructure N_Nn contours

in an N/Z plane. Such contours are illustrated in Fig. 16

(top right), where they are compared with experimental

contours of constant E2+1 (lower right) as an approximate

indicator of deformation, as well as with contours which

would arise if one assumed that deformation and structure

were only dependent on the total valence nucleon number

that is, F-spin (lower left) and, finally, with collective

model calculations from the Lund group (upper left). A

detailed discussion of this figure, taken from ref. 26, is

beyond the scope of the present work but a couple of

comments are in order. First, not surprisingly, all the

contours are roughly similar in the mid-shell region.

Secondly, the empirical deformation center is shifted to

the lower left of the mid-proton, mid-neutron shell point:

this is readily understandable since the crucial, most

highly overlapping proton and neutron orbits both occur in
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FIGURE 16 Isodefonnation contours in the A=132-208

region. See discussion in ref. 26.

the first half of their respective shells. Thirdly, the

substantial difference between tha NpNn and constsmt

valence nucleon number schemes in the transition regions

near the edges of the plot is particularly evident. The

latter tend to pull in from the corners while the NpNn

hyperbolas seek out the corners and, therefore, are

typified by nearly horizontal and nearly vertical contours

in the transition regions. It is interesting that the data

display exactly these features.

The concept of isodeformation contours leads naturally

to that of NpNn multiplets , which are modeled on the

recently proposed idea of F-spin multiplets27. Just as an

F-spin multiplet consists of a set of nuclei with constant

valence nucleon number (or F-spin), an NpNn multiplet

consists of a set of nuclei with constant, or nearly
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FIGURE 17 An NpNn multiplet. From ref. 23.

constant, NpNn values. Figure 17 shows an example of

an NpNn multiplet in the rare earth region. As

indicated below the level scheme, the NpNn values are

roughly constant and it is evident that the empirical

spectra, including even the vibrational levels, are strik-
O Q

ingly similar. A. Jain has recently devised an interest-

ing portrayal of the NpNn and F-spin multiplet

concepts. This is illustrated in Fig. 18 which shows the

mass numbers on the left and NpNn values on the right.

The isobar line A=164, serves to mark a symmetry axis. As

seen on the right, pairs of nuclei symmetrically located

with respect to this axis have the same NpNn values

and, therefore, form NpNn doublets. For all but one of

the pairs indicated in the figure, the empirical data are

known and they are shown in Fig. 19, where it is obvious

that their spectra form closely matched pairs, even though,

in many cases, the nuclei, such as Dy and W, are

widely separated in mass.
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The left side of Fig. 18 also shows that lines

perpendicular to the A=164 axis define F-spin multiplets.

(Note that this only works when one type of particle is

below and the other above mid-shell such that successive

members of an F-spin, or constant valence nucleon number,

raultiplet differ by an a particle.) The two parts of Fig.

18 nicely show the relationships between the F-spin and the

NpNn multiplet concepts. The F-spin multiplet on the

left passes through four nuclei: the two that are adjacent

to the A=164 line form one NpNn doublet (NpNn

120) while the two outer ones form another with a slightly

lower (NpNn=112) product. If one continues the F-spin

multiplet into the 0s and Pt nuclei, the NpNn values

will further decrease. This accounts for the fact that the

energies across F-spin multiplets ate not rigorously con-

stant but curve upwards toward the shell edges in accord-

ance with expectations from their lower NpNn values.
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FIGURE 18 9 ft

The construction of A. K. Jain for some rare

earth nuclei. Left: A values. The A=164

isobar line is shown as well as an example of

an F-spin multiplet. Right: Same plot except

with NpNn values.
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FIGURE 19 Nine pairs of NpNn doublets for the nuclei

of Fig. 18. (Dashed p and y vibrational

energies indicate that the corresponding levels

in the partner nucleus are not known.)

2.4 Other Consequences of the Proton-Neutron Interaction

Thus far, the discussion of the proton-neutron interaction

has centered exclusively on even-even nuclei. However, it

is also important to note that its ramifications extend to

all nuclear species. In odd mass nuclei one of the out-

standing reflections of the proton-neutron interaction is

the widespread occurrence of intruder states. The systema-

tics of these, as well as a theoretical interpretation, has

recent'r been provided in an extensive review by Heyde et
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FIGURE 20 E13/2-l-E9/2+ systematics for odd proton and

odd neutron nuclei near A=80. From ref. 30.

al. . In addition, Tabor30 has just completed the first

study of the NpNn scheme in odd mass nuclei, in the

A=80 region where both protons and neutrons are filling the

28-50 shell. Thus, both odd proton and odd neutron nuclei

will contain quasi bands built on a 9/2+ state and the

13/2+-9/2+ energy difference is analogous to E2+, in the

even nucleus. Tabor's plot of this energy difference

against NpNn is shown in Fig. 20. The two curves, for

odd proton and odd neutron nuclei, are each smooth func-

tions of NpNn. It is interesting to note, however,

that they are vertically displaced from one another

suggesting different polarizing effects of an odd proton or

odd neutron ga/2 particle. This area of investigation in

odd mass nuclei is just beginning and could prove fruit-

ful. For example, one idea worthy of study is to construct
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NpNn plots for levels built on different proton or

neutron single particle excitations, and, thereby, to probe

the orbit dependence of the proton-neutron interaction by

using a technique akin to the familiar one of odd particle

blocking in backbending studies.

The proton-neutron interaction is, of course, particu-

larly important in odd-odd nuclei . Near closed shells the

multiplets formed by coupling the odd proton and odd

neutron frequently display a parabolic dependence on spin

which can be understood as a consequence of a quadrupole

interaction . Deviations from a smooth dependence on

spin can serve as a valuable signature for configuration

mixing, and can be used as another method to probe the evo-

lution of subshell structure and the onset of deformation.

3. CONCLUSION

To conclude, a brief discussion of the proton-neutron

interaction and a few of its most evident effects in heavy

nuclei has been offered. An attempt has been made to dis-

cuss the widespread influence of the p-n interaction on the

nuclear structure of heavy nuclei, in particular its

effects on the evolution of subshell structure, on the

onset of deformation and collectivity, and on intruder

states. Different experimental approaches to the study of.

proton-neutron interaction effects, such as g factors and

energy ratios, via the NpNn scheme, have also been

discussed. The concept of NpNn multiplets was intro-

duced and its relation to F-spin multiplets described.

Finally, the usefulness of a careful consideration of the
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proton-neutron interaction in estimating the properties of

unknown nuclei far from stability was addressed.
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